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Abstract
Asymptotics under Self-Intersection for Minimizers of
Self-Avoiding Energies
by

Ryan Dunning
A knot energy is a real-valued function on a space of curves which in some sense assigns higher energy values to more complicated curves. The key property of any knot
energy is self-repulsiveness: for a sequence of curves approaching a self-intersection,
the energy blows up to infinity. While the study of optimally embedded curves as
minimizers of energy among a given knot class has been well-documented, this thesis
investigates the existence of optimally immersed self-intersecting curves. Because any
self-intersecting curve will have infinite knot energy, parameter-dependent renormalizations of the energy remove the singular behavior of the curve. This process allows
for the careful selection of an optimally immersed curve.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
In the late 1980s, Sakuma and Fukuhara (see [S] and [Fu]) introduced the idea of
energy of a curve (as a real-valued function of the curve) based on electrostatic potential. This framework addressed the question of how a curve in Euclidean space
would behave if endowed with an even distribution of point charges, which posed the
problem of how to find an optimally embedded representative of a given knot type.
Such an optimal embedding would be realized as a minimizer of some kind of energy.
The key property of any so-called "knot energy" is that for a sequence of curves
approaching a limiting curve with a self-intersection, the energy approaches positive
infinity. This condition prevents obvious changes of knot type in the optimization
problem. Work by Jun O'Hara in [01] and [02] established a continuous family of
knot energies to further study this problem.
In [FHW], Freedman, He, and Wang studied one of the knot energies developed
by O'Hara, and, based on some of that energy's special properties (to be discussed
later), named it "Mobius energy," which is denoted by E. In that paper, the authors
1

2

proved that an optimally embedded representative of a prime knot type exists as a
curve of minimal Mobius energy over all curves of that knot type.
The subject of this thesis is optimal immersions of self-intersecting curves in the
Euclidean plane using Mobius energy. Self-intersecting curves are of importance in
the study of regular homotopy theory (see [W]). As stated above, this energy is
infinite for any curve with a self-intersection, so the exact methods of [FHW] do not
apply. Instead, an approach in the style of a Ginzburg-Landau problem (see [BBH])
better serves the framework of "minimizing" an energy over a class of infinite-energy
elements.
The remainder of Chapter 1 contains the necessary background to the optimal
immersion problem. In particular, the definition of Mobius energy is presented with
some of its more immediate consequences. A brief discussion of the optimal embedding proof from [FHW] is given, noting key ingredients that will be modified in
Chapter 2 for the optimal immersion problem.
Chapter 2 contains the bulk of the new results related to curves that intersect
themselves only once. Section 2.1 introduces a parameter-dependent renormalization
Eg of the Mobius energy which effectively removes the singular behavior of the intersection. Theorem 2.5 asserts the existence of a curve that solves the optimization
problem associated to E$ in a certain admissible class. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 devise
another analog EKis of the Mobius energy which is now dependent on two parameters,
so as to establish an estimate on the energy of jB^-minimizing curves as 6 —> 0, calculated some arbitrarily small fixed distance K away from the self-intersection. Such an
estimate shows that the standard Mobius energy of an optimal self-intersecting curve
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must concentrate near the self-intersection. Section 2.4 describes the selection of an
optimally immersed self-intersecting curve by this process.
Chapter 3 contains concluding remarks and ideas for future work, including some
clear generalizations and potential applications.

1.1

Mobius Energy Definition and Consequences

This section gives the definition of Mobius energy and summarizes the optimal embedding problem of [FHW]. Note that while Jun O'Hara developed this energy as one
member of a family of knot energies (see [01] and [02]), Freedman, He, and Wang
use its distinct properties and name it Mobius energy (see [FHW]). The notation of
the latter will be used.
Definition 1.1. [FHW] Let 7 be a curve in R 3 given by 7(2:), where 2:-values are
taken from some subinterval X of R or of S 1 . Also assume that I7I is locally integrable,
where | • | is the standard Euclidean norm. Denote by .0(7(2;), 7(2/)) the length along
the curve 7 of the shorter arc between 7(0;) and 7(2/). The (Mobius) energy £(7) is

m

=

/ L G7W-7W - DM.)'-*.))") Wx)l my)ldxdy-

The first term of the double integral is called the principal term, and it models
Coulomb's repulsive force between positive point charges at 7(2;) and j(y).

The

second term is called the counter term, as it cancels out the infinity caused by the
principal term along the diagonal of X x X.
The condition that \j\ be locally integrable is known as rectifiability of the curve

7. Any nonrectifiable curve has infinite energy, by convention. It is clear from the
definition that the energy is non-negative and invariant under rigid motion, rescaling, and reparametrization. A straight line segment clearly has energy zero, and a
straightforward calculation in [FHW] shows that the unit circle (and thus, any circle)
has energy four. It is reasonable to guess that the energy approaches infinity for
a sequence of curves whose limit contains a self-intersection. The contrapositive is
quantified by the following, a loosened result of [02].
Lemma 1.2. Let 7 : X —>• R 3 be a unit speed curve with finite energy. Then the
mapping 7 : X —> R 3 is a bi-Lipschitz embedding with bi-Lipschitz constant L such
that
L<32exp

9£(7)

Proof. O'Hara's proof is included here for comparison to a later result.
Without loss of generality, assume that 7 is a closed curve of unit length so that
the domain X is associated to the unit interval, modulo equivalence of endpoints.
Let s, t € X be points such that 0 < s < t < s + 1/2.
\l(s) - 7(01 < ^
H0<x,y<

noting that t - s = \t-s\

Assume initially that

= D(7(s),>y(t)).

Jt^l, then

\y(s + x) - 7(t - y)\ < \i{s) - i(t)\ +x + y, and

\(s + x)-(t-y)\

= \t-s\-x-y>

j\t - s\.

Note that the integrand of £(7) is non-negative, so that
1
£>(7(P),7GZ))2

7(<7)P

-7o

/o

1
V| 7 (s + a : ) - 7 ( * - 2 / ) | 2

| ( * - y ) - ( a + x)|2

1
Jo

JO

*r f
Jo

V (\i(s)-i(t)\

1

+ x + yy

1
(h(s)-7(t)\

dpdq

+ x + y)*

1

dxdy

dxdy

d\t-s\y
h(s) - l(t)\ + x + y
i\t-s\

dxdy.

Jo

Note also that | 7 (s) - 7 (t)|. + x + y < ^ , so l^-ffll+'+g < 2
|t-S\
t-9|

5

:

= — log
9

_|t-£

which

yields

1
dxdy
( | 7 ( S ) - 7 ( t ) | + X + l/)2.

(|7(^)-T(*)l + J2 i £l ) 2

—

|7W-7(<)|(|7(»)-7(()I + 1T1)

9 6 32|
>5log
I*-I
7 (s)-7(*)l'
;
assuming that |7(s) — 7(i)l <

4 ^ Accommodating the possibility that this assump-

tion does not hold, the above inequality becomes

|7W - 7(*)l > mm J 1 , 1 exp ( - ? £ ( 7 ) ) |

-^-P(-|B(7))H-.|
for all s, t. Because 7 is unit speed, it is a 1-Lipschitz map. The above calculations
show that 7 is in fact an L-bi-Lipschitz embedding with

L < 32 exp

•9^(7)"

•
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1.2

Existence of an Optimal Embedding using the
Mobius Energy

The key result of [FHW] for simple loops is the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let K be an irreducible knot, that is, a knot which cannot be represented as the connected sum of two non-trivial knots.
7x : S 1 —• E 3 of the knot type K such that E(jK)

There exists a simple loop

< E(j)

for any simple loop

7 : S 1 —• R 3 of that knot type.
The proof from [FHW] uses the direct method of the calculus of variations. The
first step of the process is the following compactness property, again included for
comparison to a new result to be stated later.
Lemma 1.4. Let ji : [—Ni,Ni] —> R 3 be a sequence of rectifiable curves of uniformly
bounded energy. Assume that the curves are all parametrized by arc length and that
N = linij-.oo Ni exists and is positive. If 7i(0) is a bounded sequence of points, then
there is a subsequence jik ofji which converges locally uniformly to a rectifiable simple
curve 7 : [—N, N] —> M3. Moreover
E{j) < lim inf E(7 ifc ).
A similar result holds for sequences of closed curves.
Proof. As shown by Lemma 1.2, all of the curves 7* are uniformly bi-Lipschitz, which
gives equicontinuity of the embeddings 7*. Because the initial points 7i(0) form a
bounded sequence in R 3 and the lengths are bounded, these embedded curves are

7
also pointwise bounded.

By Arzela-Ascoli, there is a subsequence j i k converging

locally uniformly to a bi-Lipschitz embedded curve 7 : [-N, N] —* M3.
To attend to the lower semicontinuity property, first note that the principal term
hi (s)-7i (v)\2 o f

t h e ener

S y integrand converges to

h(x)^{y){2

for all x and y by the

local uniform convergence. Note also that for almost all x ^ y,

D{l(x),i(y))

< lim inf D(7<fc(
ifc-»oo

(»))

and
\i{x)\ < .lim inf |7 i|k (x)|.
ik-*oo

Because the energy integrand is non-negative, Fatou's Lemma implies that

£7(7) < .lim inf

E{lik),

%k-><X>

thus proving the lemma. The result for closed curves follows from almost identical
arguments.

•
The following is a sketch of the rest of the proof of Theorem 1.3
Because the energy of any knot is bounded from below by zero, the quantity

Emi(K) — inf { £7(7) 17 is a loop of knot type K}

exists and is non-negative. Let {7*}^! be a sequence of simple loops of the given knot
type K whose energy approaches the above infimum. The paper of [FHW] proves
the invariance of the energy of a curve under Mobius transformations of R 3 U {00},
justifying the name "Mobius energy." Thus the curves {71}^! may be assumed to have

8
unit length. Lemma 1.4 guarantees the existence of a subsequence of {7i}£i which
converges locally uniformly to a curve 7 such that £(7) < Einf(K).

The theorem is

proved, provided 7 is of the knot type K.
Such a condition, however, is not automatic. By the scale invariance of the energy,
it is possible to scale a tangle (which preserves the energy) to a degenerate limiting
curve with lower energy. Applying particular Mobius transformations to the minimizing sequence { 7 , } ^ ! preserves the energy of each curve while preventing the tangle
from degenerating. Thus a limiting curve may be found within the knot type which
attains the infimal energy Eint(K), which completes the theorem.
The remainder of this thesis will not utilize the Mobius invariance of this energy.
Also, by virtue of considering only certain classes of planar curves, the degeneracy
problem described above will not occur.

Chapter 2
Existence of an Optimal Immersion
The problem at hand is how to find an optimal immersion of a self-intersecting closed
curve in the plane; given an isotopy class / of closed curves in R 2 with prescribed
self-intersection, is there a curve 7/ € / such that E(ji)

< E(j)

for all 7 € / ?

The question as stated is empty, as every curve 7 in the class / has infinite energy.
A renormalization of the Mobius energy E is necessary for a proper formulation of
the problem. The approach is to first find a minimizer of a renormalized energy in
some class of curves that disregards the crossings in a manner dependent on some
parameter (s), then to realize an optimal immersion as a limit of these minimizers as
the parameter (s) degenerate(s). Again, this technique is comparable to minimization
of Dirichlet energies in a Ginzburg-Landau setting [BBH].

9
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2.1

Optimization under the #o-renormalized Energy

To begin, let 7 : X —> R2 be a self-intersecting closed curve. Throughout this paper,
a self-intersection is taken to be a "double point." That is, only two arcs of the
curve meet to form the intersection. Further, assume that the self-intersection is an
"honest crossing." This means that 7 cannot be the uniform limit of a sequence of
simple closed curves.
To be slightly more formal, if a singly self-intersecting curve 7 cannot undergo any
arbitrarily small deformation to become embedded, then 7 has an "honest crossing."
Otherwise, the crossing is "dishonest."

m-i

Figure 2.1: A sequence of curves whose limit is a "dishonest crossing."

For simplicity, assume that 7 has unit length, so that X may henceforth be identified with the unit interval modulo equivalence of endpoints. Also for simplicity,

11
assume that 7 intersects itself only once, so that it belongs to one of only two possible planar isotopy classes, I\ or I2, as can quickly be verified by the Jordan Curve
Theorem (see, for example, [V]) . Let Ii be the class containing figure eight shapes,
and let I2 be the other class. Note that this does allow non-transverse "honest crossings," but stronger restrictions will be made later to ensure transversality of the
curves.

Figure 2.2: A curve a € h and a curve (3 € h-

Denote by u,v £ X the distinct times that yield j(u) = 7(f). Let A = A(7) =
£>(7(u), 7(v)), the portion of the length of 7 taken up by the shorter of its two distinct
"loops," or if both loops are the same length, then A = 1/2. Note that 0 < A < 1/2.
Definition 2.1. With 7, u, v, and A as above, choose 80 <S A. Let Ss0 be the set of
all pairs (x,y) £ X x X such that either
1. D(7(x),7(u)) < 50 and D^y),^))

< 60 or

2. D(j(x),-y(v))

< 60.

< 60 and D{j(y),j(u))
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Thus Sg0 is the set of (x, y) such that x and y are on separate arcs of the curve 7
but both within arclength So of the self-intersection. This set is the blank portion of
the grid in Figure 2.3. Define the <J0-renormalized (Mobius) energy Es^j)

to be the

energy of 7 taken outside of this troublesome set, that is

BM

=IL

V| 7 (x)-7(2/)l 2

(XxX)\SSo

j ^ y )

D{n(x)

\j(x)\\i(x)\dxdy.

V

u

u
Figure 2.3: The shaded set (X x X) \SSo C X x X.

Remark 2.2. Following the comments after Definition 1.1, Es0 is non-negative and
invariant under rigid motions and reparametrization.
Because later results will rely on a locally uniform convergence of a sequence of
curves, it will be necessary to consider the restriction of 7 to a subset of X that in
some way avoids the self-intersection. For this purpose, let

XSo = {xeX\D(7(x),7(«)),D(7(x),y(v))
Note that XSo x XSo c (X x X) \ SSo.

> S0}.
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While the explicit calculation of Es0 for even reasonably uncomplicated curves is
difficult, it is true that curves of finite <5o-renormalized energy exist. Proposition 1.5
from [FHW] implies that simple closed curves in C1,1 have finite Mobius energy. The
construction of a C1,1 simple closed unit speed curve UJ : X —*• R2 with an arbitrarily
narrow waist and finite Mobius energy is outlined below.
Create from UJ a self-intersecting unit speed curve & by the following process.
Allow the arcs of the narrow waist of UJ to cross, as per Figure 2.4. This is not a
smooth deformation of the image of UJ, but it can be made a smooth deformation
of two disjoint arcs of w onto the restricted image u(Xs0) of the new curve. That
is, away from the self-intersection, u> is C1,1 and its image looks very much like the
image of u>, and the self-intersection is inserted so as to preserve total length and C1
regularity of the entire curve, as well as unit speed.
Fix a pair (s,t) G (X x X) \ Ss0. It is obvious by the parametrizations that
D(u(s),uj(t))

= D(uj(s),uj(t)).

However, the change of orientation of part of the

curve may prevent the extrinsic distances \UJ(S) — uj(t)\ and \u)(s) — u)(t)\ from being
reasonably close to one another. By the smoothness of the deformation away from the
self-intersection, there does exist a one-to-one correspondence t *-> t' of times t and t'
satisfying (s, t), (s, t') € (X x X) \ Sg0 such that the extrinsic distances \UJ(S) — uj(t')\
and \ui(s) — uj(t)\ are reasonably close to one another, as are the extrinsic distances
\UJ(S)

— uj(t)\ and |o>(s) — ui(t')\. With this correspondence, the integrands of Es0(u)

and E{UJ) are reasonably close to each other over the domain (X x X) \ Ss0. Thus

ESO{UJ) » ESO(UJ) < E(u)

< oo,
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verifying the claim that self-intersecting curves of finite <50-renormalized energy exist.
A specific example of a self-intersecting curve of finite 50-renormalized energy is
contained in Lemma 2.7.

^

^

V

s^oity

\—-S

wV)

\

' .

Figure 2.4: The curves u> and CJ.

In order to solve the Es0 minimization problem (Theorem 2.5), the following analog
of Lemma 1.2 is useful.
L e m m a 2.3. Let 7 : X —> R2 be a curve in the class I\ or I2 with unit speed and
unit length. Choose So <C A = A(7). If the renormalized energy Esoi"/) is finite, then
there exists a constant

49
L < ^ e x p 4^,(7)
which satisfies

]£ZKI< 17(a) _ 7 ( y ) | < |a:- y |

(2.1)

for all (x,y) G (X x X) \ 5<j0. In particular, the restricted map 7 : XgQ —• R2 is a
bi-Lipschitz embedding with bi-Lipschitz constant less than or equal to L.
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Proof. The proof requires a modification of O'Hara's bi-Lipschitz result for simple
loops. The basic idea of O'Hara's proof is to fix two times s,t €. X = [0,1] such that
0 < s <t < s + 1/2 and take the double integral over a region TZ determined by the
product of two small disjoint subintervals: one with s as its left endpoint, and the
other with t as its right endpoint. The common length ^ j p of these subintervals was
chosen to secure a lower bound on the arclength between those pairs in TZ. Note that
the intrinsic distance D(j(x),j(y))

for any pair (x, y) € 11 is realized by a subarc of

the curve contained in the restriction of 7 to [s,t\.
However, the renormalized Mobius energy Eg0 is not calculated over the entire
product space X x X. Using the procedure described above will not guarantee that
the product of the disjoint subintervals of X are contained in the restricted product
space (X x X) \ Ss0, so a more subtle selection of subintervals is necessary.
With this in mind, let (s,t) G (X x X) \ Ss0 be a pair such that 0 < s < t < 1.
Such pairs exist, given a sufficiently small choice of #o relative to A. Additionally,
one may assume, without loss of generality, that 7(0) — 7(A). As in Lemma 1.2, first
assume that |7(s) — 7(f) | < ^ ^ .
Let 0 < x, y <

"~ai, so that the disjoint subintervals of X will have length

-^-^ instead of length ^ j p . Use the following notations for the possible regions of
integration:

3. 7e__=[s-^, S ] x [t-^,t

.
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In the arguments that follow, the values of s and t dictate which of the above
possible regions of integration is contained in (X x X) \ Ss0. To accommodate the
definitions of the sets involved, allow for the subset inclusion A C B to indicate that
A C B. Because potential overlap of sets will only occur on sets of zero measure, the
integral calculations later in the proof are legal.

A

Figure 2.5: The shaded set {X x X) \ SSo for 7(0) = 7(A).

Assume initially that 0 < s < S0. If t G [0, A - S0], then 11+- C [0, A - 60] x [0, A So] C (X x X) \ Ss0. Values t e [A — So, A + <5o] are not admissible. It remains to
check that some region 1l±± C (X x X) \ Ss0 for t > A + <V First note that
s+

If£+_

Ali-sl
.
A
.
.
'
< So + — < A - SQ.
8
16

<£(XxX)\S5o,then
* - - L g - ^ < A + So,

17
which implies that
*+

Alt — si ^ .
.
X\t-s\'l
'
' < A + 60 + ' 4

Therefore TZ++ c(X

1
•
,
.
< - + — + S0 < 1 - SQ.

xX)\SSo.

Next assume that S0 < s < X — 60. As before, values t € [S0,1 — S0] give that
K+- c [ffo, 1 - So] x [<50,1 - So] C (X x X) \ SSo. For t e [1 - <5o, 1], if K+- £

(XxX)\SSo,

then
s+

g

>X-S0,

which implies that
s-

X\t-s\

Therefore ft__ c{XxX)\

^ . A|t-s|
. . 7A
> A- (50 > -g- - So > S0.
4
S5o.

For the next case, assume that A — S0 < s < X + S0. For t £ [X — S0,l — S0], note
that K+- C [A - So, 1 - £0] x [A - So, 1 - S0] C (X xX)\

SSo, and t € [1 - <50,1] is

not admissible.
Finally assume that X + S0 < s < 1. Then for t € [A + S0,1], it is clear that
Tl+- c [A + <50,1] x [A + (J0) l]c(XxX)\

S5o.

Therefore, for any (s,t) € {X x X) \ Ss0, there exists a choice of signs such that

R±±C(XxX)\SSo.
Choosing the appropriate signs as necessary, it is clear that
|7(a ±x)-

7(* ± y)\ < l7(s) " 7(*)l + * + V-

Addressing the quantity D(j(s ± x),^{t ± y)), note that the signs may be chosen
such that the shorter arc between j(s±x)

and j(t±y)

may not necessarily lie in the

18
shorter axe between 7(5) and 7(f). If this is the case, then

D(1(s±x)Mt±y))>i-\t-s\-^^>\t-s\-

l*-*l_7|*-»l
8

In the other case, the inequality
D(1(s±x),1(t±y))>\t-s\-x-y>\t-s\-^-^>7]t
holds, so D(-y{s ± x), j(t ± y)) >

s|

8

7

-^ for all (s, t)e(XxX)\

SSo. This shows that

the subintervals related to s and t are indeed disjoint.
Calculating as before, letting 4> = ^ ^ ,

M

Egt

=JL
-Jo

dpdq
(XxX)\SSo

I

>-s:a

(\l(s)--y(t)\+x

r<t> r<t>

D{1{s±x),1{t±y)Y]dxdV

\\1(s±x)-1(t±yW~

+ yy

1

-Jo k (\i(s)-i(t)\ + x + yy
Now note that | 7 (a) - 7 ( i ) | + x + y < ^

(l\t-s\y

dxdy

_ (\l{s)-l{t)\+x

V
+ ^ 1

+ y^

l\t~s\
< ^

so

)

dxdy.

l7(*)-7(t)lw < s,
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which yields

^

o(7)

40 [* f
- 4 9 . / 0 Jo \(\l(s)-l(t)\+x

+ y)*

J dxdy

dy
f*
dy
40 /*
__4o r
X\t-s\
49 J0 1700-7(01 + ^ + 2/ + 49 7 0 | 7 ( s ) - 7 ( i ) | + y

i

log

- 49

(l7(«)-7(*)l + i l t f l )'

6

J7(«)-7(01 (l7(«)-7(01 + ^ ) ]
A2|i-s|

= l0g

S

(64|7«-7(0I)(I*-«I(3/8))J
A 2 |i - s\

.24|7(«)-7(*)U'

assuming that |7(s) — -y(t)| < ^^-. Thus

| 7 ( S ) - 7(01 > min | I ^ exp ( " f ^ 0 ( 7 ) ) } |t A2

/

49 „ , A ,

for all (s,t) € (X x X) \ Ss0. The fact that the restricted map 7 : Xg0

is

bi-Lipschitz follows from the fact that Xs0 x Xg0 C (X x

D

X)\SsQ.

The previous lemma did not depend on the choice Ii or I2 of isotopy class. For
the remainder of Chapter 2, though, consider only the isotopy class I\ of figure-eight
shapes. For the existence theorem (2.5), it is necessary to carefully define the class
of admissible curves va.Ii. A generalization of the following definition and theorem
which will apply to the class I2 is discussed later in Section 3.1.
Definition 2.4. Choose A e (0, | ] , and let 0 < 77 < A. As described before, let h
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be the isotopy class of closed curves in R2 with one self-intersection. Define the class
^Fi,x,v C h to be the curves 7 € h satisfying the following.
1. The curve 7 has unit length.
2. The curve 7 intersects itself at the origin.
3. Within arclength r) of the self-intersection, 7 is linear.
4. The collection of these four linear subarcs of 7 enjoy two-fold rotational symmetry about the origin.
5. The short loop length A(7) equals the fixed A.
Condition 2 in the above definition is not restrictive, due to the translation invariance of the energy. Conditions 3 and 4 together imply that the curve is a "skewed
plus sign" at the self-intersection, meaning that two linear subarcs of length 2rj bisect
each other to form the self-intersection. See Figure 2.6 for a sample curve in Tixn-

Figure 2.6: A curve 7 E Fixn-
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Theorem 2.5. Let 0 < r\ -C A. For every 6Q G (0,77], #iere exists a curve j]o G Fixn
such that Esoij^) < Es0(j) for all 7 G Fi,\,v

Call such a curve an (77,8o)-minimizer.

Proof. As the quantity EsQ(-) is non-negative, a non-negative infimal <50-renormalized
energy exists among the class Fyxw Call * m s m n m a l value X. By the discussion prior
to Lemma 2.3, this infimal value X is finite. Then by the definition of infimum, there
exists a sequence {7*}^! of curves in Fi,\,v

sucn

* na * linij_ 00 Es0(7*) = X. Notice

that the domain of all curves is the unit interval and that the sequence of initial
points is bounded. The curves are therefore pointwise bounded in R 2 . Without loss
of generality, assume that all 7$ are unit speed and that ^{u) = 7,(u) for alH > 1 for
distinct u,v € [0,1] = X. This allows the domain X$0 to remain unchanged over all
curves 7*.
Because { 7 1 } ^ is a <50-renormalized energy-minimizing sequence, assume without
loss of generality that there is a uniform bound on the energy. By Lemma 2.3, the
restricted maps 7* : Xs0 —• R2 are uniformly bi-Lipschitz. By the same reasoning
as Lemma 1.4, up to reindexing, the sequence "fi\xs converges locally uniformly to a
map 7 : Xg0 —• R 2 whose image is a pair of disjoint bi-Lipschitz embedded curves.
Thus, the set £ of the four endpoints of these two curves is a disjoint union. Further,
the points in £ occur in pairs that are symmetric about the origin, by the structure of
{7t}~i, which forces the local uniform convergence of Ji\x\xs

to a skewed plus sign

whose set of four endpoints coincides with £. Using this limiting skewed plus sign,
extend 7 : XSo - • R 2 to a map 7^ : X - • R2.
It remains to show that j]g G Fixri- Conditions 1 through 5 of Definition 2.4 are
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clearly satisfied, but it must be shown that 7]? G h, that is, no change of isotopy
class occurs in the limit, either by adding an intersection or by changing from I\ to

As described before, the restriction 7 : X$0 —• R2 is a bi-Lipschitz embedding due
to Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 1.4. Also described above is the fact that the image of
the restricition jgo : X \ Xg0 —> R2 has only one self-intersection. The bi-Lipschitztype property described in Equation 2.1 for (x,y) G (X x X) \ Sg0 guarantees that
the sequence {"fi}^

behaves such that the limiting curve 7^ does not introduce

self-intersections for distinct times s,t G X such that one coordinate, say s satisfies
s € Xg0 while t g" Xg0. Thus, the limit 7^ is an element in either Ii or I2.
To show that 7J? is contained in the correct isotopy class i i , take the circle Cn of
radius r\ centered at the origin. For each curve jif there are four strands of length rj
emanating from the self-intersection. The set £j of the four endpoints of these strands
are the distinct points at which the four strands first cross the circle Cv. Number
these points in Si as ii, 12, 13, and 14, going clockwise about the origin. See Figure
2.7.
For each i, the points i\ and i$ are symmetric to each other about the origin, as
are the points 12 and 14. Because of the uniform bi-Lipschitz property, each point
in St will stay sufficiently far away from all other points in Si. This preserves the
ordering along Cn of these first crossing points, and thus prevents the limit curve 7]?
from being in the other isotopy class I2. Thus j]o e Ii, and indeed 7^ € ^I,A,T,-
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Figure 2.7: The curve 7, near the origin in R 2 .

Again by the methods of Lemma 1.4, this curve 7 ' satisfies

ESo(jl)<limm{ESo(li)=I,
"

1—»oo

thus proving the ^-minimality of the curve 7^ over all curves in

Fi,^D

2.2

The («, (^)-renormalized energy

Because there is no uniform bound on Es0(jgo) as 60 —• 0, Theorem 2.5 does not
give an immediate candidate for an optimally immersed curve in some appropriate
class. An estimate on the energy of (77,50)-minimizers 7^0 as <50 —• 0, calculated
some arbitrarily small fixed distance away from the self-intersection, is necessary to
show that the standard Mobius energy of an optimal immersion concentrates near
the self-intersection. To this end, choose any positive K < 77 «C A, and let {^i}?^ be
a sequence such that <5, —> 0 as i —• 00 and 0 < Si < K for all i.
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Definition 2.6. Let 7, u, v, and A as in Definition 2.1, and K < n <C A as above.
Define the (K, £)-renormalized (Mobius) energy EK^)
1

EK,s{l) = s(I\s \\l{x)-l{y)\2
J JsKK s

to be

1
D(j(x),

7 (y))

2

|7(a;)|

\i(x)\dxdy.

Note that
(2.2)

f?,«(7) = £ ? « ( ( 7 ) - ^ A ( 7 )
holds for any 7 € ^,A,O-

The problem then is to use this equality to construct a bound on E^jg.) dependent
on the fixed A and K, but independent of i. Because 7^. was chosen to minimize Egt
over the class T\,\ri->

an

upper bound on Egt(%) for some candidate j c G Fi,\,v C h

suffices. Note that this quantity will depend on 5{. Let 7C G Fi,\,v

De

* n e candidate

curve given by

lc(t)={

(t,0)

ifte[o,n]

(ri + n sin ( ^ - l ) ,ri - n cos ( ^ - l j )

if t G [n, A - n]

(0,X-t)

i f t G [ A - n , A + r2]

(-r2-r2sin(^-l),-r2 + r2cos(^-l))

if t G [A + r 2 ,1 - r 2 ]

(t-1,0)

if*e[l-r2>l],

where 7*1 = 3^4 and r 2 = 2 ^ ~ ^ . Note that K < ri,r 2 .
Lemma 2.7. 77ie 6i-renormalized energy of the candidate curve 7C satisfies
EsM

< C(X) - C(X, Si) + 27rlog nr
-±j2

where C(X) < 00 is a constant dependent only upon A, andC(X,6i)
dependent only upon X and <5j.

(2.3)

< 00 is a constant
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Figure 2.8: The candidate curve 7C € Fixv-

Proof. Use the following notation for subsets of the region of integration:

Jo--= [0M
Jl-- = [fori]

J2 == [ri.A-ri]

Jz- = [ A - n , A --Si]
J4 == [ A - ^ A ]
Js == [ M + <*<]
•r2]
J* == [A + Si, A +

Jr == [A + r 2 , l -•r 2 ]
Js-- = [1 - r 2 ,1 -•*i]
J9--= [1 - sit 1].

For i,j € {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}, let Jy denote the energy integral over the region
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Ji x Jj so that
9

—

E&iilc) — 2 [J04 + ^05 + J49 + ^59] + 2_^ J™ + Z_j «^y>
i=0

i^j

noting the symmetry Jy = Jji for all i and j .
Notice immediately that
0 = Joo — J01 = Jos = J09 — J\\ = Ji8 — Jw = J33 = J34 — J35 = J36
= J44 = J45 = J46 = J55 — >^56 — ^66 = ^88 — "^89 — >^99-

Consider the integral J02. For (x,y) G Jo x J 2 , it is clear that the rough bounds
|7c(ar) — 7c(y)| > ^ and £>(7c(a;),7c(i/)) < 1 hold. Thus J 02 is bounded above by some
constant dependent only upon A. By symmetry and rescaling,

J02 + J24 + J57 + J79 5: C(^)Similarly, for (x, y) € JoX J 7 , the equalities |7c(z) — jc(y)\

> r 2 and Z?(7c(a;), 7c(y)) <

1 hold. By symmetry and rescaling again,

J07

+ J25 + J29 + J47 < C{\).

The bounds in the previous paragraph also hold for (x,y) € J\ x J 7 , so

J17 + J26 + J28 + J37 < C(^)Consider the integral J12. Decompose Ji as [Si, ^]U[^-,ri]. On the set [^,ri]x J 2 ,
the energy integral is some constant dependent only upon A. This is true because
the curve 7C restricted to [^,7*1] U J 2 can be extended to a C1,1 closed curve that
preserves arclengths for all pairs in [^,»*i] x J 2 . Let this extension curve ^ext be as
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illustrated in Figure 2.9; it is comprised of straight line segments and circular arcs
whose parametrizations depend only on A. This argument will be used for other parts
of the curve. Then as before, for (x, y) € [6i, *%•] x J2, the equalities |7c(^)—7c(y)| > ^
and D(jc(x),Jc(y))

< 1 hold. Thus Ju is finite, and in fact,

J

Figure 2.9: The extension curve j e x t .

By the C1,1 extension argument,

J22 + ^77 < C(A).
For the integral J27, note that \T/C(X) — 7/c(y)\ > \ / r i + r 2

an

d arclength is trivially

bounded above by 1. Thus J27 < C(X).
Therefore, the only integrals that depend on St are the integrals J03, Joe, J13, Ju,
J15, «^i6, ^38, J39, J48, J58, >/68) a n d ^69 that contribute to the plus-sign behavior of
7c-
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Figure 2.10: The curve j c restricted to J 2 U J7.
As per Chapter 2 of [L], let
00

(_l)(k-l)s(2*-l)

Ti2(s) = J ]
k=l

(2fc - l ) 2

for s € R with |s| < 1. Defining
Ti2(s) =

/
Jo

arctan(y)

dy

y

extends the domain of Ti2{-) to all of R. Using the fact that
arctan(l/y)
2

dy

\y)

y

calculate
^03 +

J]13 =

di rri
r\-5i
f
Jx-n

Jo

x2 +

(X-y)2

dx dy — c\

-L J. *T7dxdy-c'
= /

— ( arctan I — ) — 0 I dy

Js, y\

-Ma:

\yJ
- C l

*»(£)-*'

= - G + 2>

)

C\

where Ti2(l) = G « 0.91596559 is Catalan's constant, and 0 < c\ < oo is a constant
representing the integral of the counter term.
By similar calculations, noting that Ti2(—y) — —Ti2(y),

Ju = /
/
2 , ,.
2
J Si Jx-Si x + (\pSi

/•n

^ dydx - c2
y)

j

"A'y. ?+7**-«
= I

- I arctan I — I — 0 1 dx — c2
n

ri

Jn

rX+Si

-TI
JSi

=

x2 +

(X-y)2

JX

/ /
2i
JSi J-Six2 + y2

2dydx-cz

T1 1 L
I

=

4

dy dx — c3

f-hW _,

—10 — arctan

*V

-Ti

dx — c3

V x JJ
y).

MS

-c3

+ G - c3,
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rX-Si

fl

^38 + ^39 = /
=

/

/

7

/

JSi J-r2x2

2

72 d : C d 2/ _

2

.

+ y2

C

2dxdy-c4

= /

- 1 0 — arctan

=

\-Th\-

) ] dv —c4

-i r\

-c4

y/\h
»"2

= -Ti2{ ^ ] + r » 2

A+r2
PA+T2

<^06 + J\6

c4

(S)- '

/>ri
P

Jx+Si Jo x2 + (A - y)2

dx dy — C5

r*l (
(r\\
\ ,
= /
- I arctan — 1 — 0 dy
J-r2 y \
\y)
) y

l-Si

fX

J4&

2

Jl-r2 JX-6i
Si

J-r2

C5

2 dydx — CQ

2
(x -- i l)
+' (A' - yf
)
-'

r&i

arctan [ — ) - 0 ) dx — c^

X V

Si

-Ti2 ( *
x
= G-Tu

®

-Ca
-r2
C6,

4

ft

1-cS,

Jl58

rX+Si

(x-l)2

-T2

Jl-r
—Si
2
=

/

(X-y)2

+

dy dx — C7

JX
fO

/

d dx

2,
2

2

C7

y

2

J-r2 J-kx

+y

dx — c7

arctan

J-r2 X \

-st

= \-m X=

G-Ti2

-c7
-T2

—

- or,

and

r

2j

pA+r2

</68 + ^69 = /

/•!

/

7

./A+fc Jl-r2 {X-1)

= /

rj ^ dy - C8

2

+ (A - ?/)

- ( 0 — arctan I

J-r2 y \

J ) dy — c8

\y/J

Using another fact from [L] that

for all y > 0, adding up all of the integrals yields
E5i (7c) < C(A) - 2 ] T Q + 4G - 2Tz2 fe) - 2Ti 2 fe) + 2TT log ^ .
Note that the terms Ti2 (jM and Ti 2 (p-J depend only on A. Letting C(X, Si) —
2 ^ i = i ^ finishes the proof of the lemma.
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Coupling this result with Equation 2.2, the £K-energy of the (77, 5j)-minimizer jg
satisfies
EK(H)

< C(X) - C(A, 5t) + 2TTlog ^

for all i. In order to bound E^J)

- EKM{ll)

(2.4)

independently of i, it suffices to find a minimal

value of E^Si (7) over all 7 € ^I,A,»J which happens to cancel out the existing asymptotic dependence on Si in Equation 2.4. It is clear by the calculations in the previous
lemma that a curve which minimizes EKist will have a finite E^ value.
Let 7 + be a curve in ^i,A,Tj defined such that
(t,0)
-y+(t)={

ift€[0,v]

(O.A-0

if* <E [A-17, A + ?y]

(t-1,0)

if t e [1-77,1],

V

so that 7 + is a standard orthogonal plus-sign shape near the origin, exactly like the
candidate curve j c € F\xnThe following result shows that if the plus-sign curve 7+ satisfies J5K>(5i(7+) <
E^Sii'j) for all 7 € ^I.A.JJ, then the asymptotic dependence on St in Equation 2.4 is
cancelled. The proof of this current hypothesis is contained in the next section.
Proposition 2.8. / / the curve j

+

as described above satisfies EKtsi(j+)

for all 7 6 ^Fi,x,v> then Equation 2.4 implies that EK(j].) < C(X,K)
(r],Si)-minimizers 7^., where C(X,K)

< EK^Xl)
< 00 for all

depends only on A and K.

Proof. By calculations identical to those of J03, J06) ^13, Ju, J15, Ji6, J38, J39, ^48,
Jh», J68, and ^69 in Lemma 2.7, find that
EKA(l+) = 2-K\og^-C{\Si),

(2.5)
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where C(X, Si) < oo is a constant representing the sum of the integrals of the counter
terms, analogous to C(X,5i) in Lemma 2.7. However, since the union of the domains
of J03, J06, J\3, Ju> «^i5, ^16, ^38, ^39, ^48, -^58, ^68, and J6g corresponding to the large
offset plus-sign behavior of j c contains the domain SK\ Ssf corresponding to j + , it is
immediate that
C(X,Si)>C(X,Si):

(2.6)

Combining equations 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 with the .E^-minimality assumption on
7+,
^(T^)<C7(A) + 0 + 2 i r l o g ^ - 2 7 r l o g ^
= C(A) + 27rlog r i 2r 2
K

= C(A,K),

proving the proposition.
D
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2.3

The EK^-minimality

of the plus sign

Let 7 € Fj,\,v hi 0 < Si < K < 7] <g. \. Borrowing the notation of the subsets of X
used in Lemma 2.7, let

Jo = 10,(5,],
Jx =.[<Si,k\,
Js = [A —
JA

K,

A "- * ] ,

= [A-<M],

J5 = [X,X + 5i],
Je = [X + 6i,X + K],
Js = [1 - K, 1 - 4], and

J9- = [ l - * i , l ] ,
and let the energy integral corresponding to 7 over J, x Jj be denoted as before by
Jij. Then
EK,Si (7) = 2 (Jo3 + J06 + «^13 + Jl4 + <^15 + ^16 + Js8 + ^39 + ^48 + >^58 + <^68 + ^69) •

The task now is to minimize this quantity over all curves 7 € Fj,\,n

so

^ *°

establish Proposition 2.8. For the remainder of this section, it is safe to disregard the
contribution to the energy of the counter term
none of the above regions
For example, if 7 is a curve j

. . | , .-2 in the integrals because

occur such that J* is adjacent to Jj.
+

as described in the previous section, then grouping

the twelve integrals as J48+^58+«^i4+^i5, J03+J39 + J06+J69, and J13 + J38+J16 + J68,
the domains correspond to the three images in Figure 2.11, from left to right.
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Figure 2.11: The curve 7+ restricted to its three subdomains.

For a general curve 7 € FjXv ** would be ideal to show that the principal term
l7(s)-7(y)ls *s m i m m i z e d for a pair (^i y) in any of these Jt x Jj when 7 coincides with
7 + on the set (X \ XK). However the repulsive behavior between points on any two
segments is also affected by the other two segments, so the following framework is
necessary.
Definition 2.9. Given 7 G ^"J.A.JJ, choose (s,t) G (0, K) X (0, K). Denote by S, T, —S,
and — T the points in the image of 7 which are:
1. Euclidean distance s from the origin along JQU Ji,
2. Euclidean distance t from the origin along J 3 U J4,
3. Euclidean distance s from the origin along Js U Jg,
4. Euclidean distance t from the origin along J5 U Jg,
respectively. Note that these points form the corners of a parallelogram whose diagonals cross at the origin.
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To minimize EKigt over all curves in ^,A,IJ> it suffices to minimize the quantity

(2-7)

| S - T | 2 + Ttrr™
|S + T| 2
for each (s, t).

Proposition 2.10. For (s,t) as in Definition 2.9, the quantity in Equation 2.7 is
minimized for the curve 7 + 6 Fj,\,v •
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that s < t, and rotate, translate, and scale
the curve so that T = (1,0) and - T = (0,0). Let 5 = (w, z), where \ > z > 0. This
configuration is pictured in part (a) of Figure 2.12. Then
1

1
+ ,„.„,*=-.

1
TTO

1
r +

Fixing the height z, define the function f{w) : R —> R by

/ H

l

= 7

( w - l T\T—,+
) 2 + z 2 w2 + z 2 '

so that
IK—1)
((w-lf
+ z'f

to
(r» + z*f
2

and
f,(w)

=

8(w-l)2
((«; - l ) 2 + z 2 ) 3

2

8w2

((«; - l) 2 + z 2 ) 2

(™2 + * 2 ) 3

Using a numeric solver, the critical points of / occur for
1. w = l

2 _
(tw3 + * 2 ) 2 '
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3. w = \ (l + \ / - l - 4 z 2 - 2 x / l + 4z2),
4. w = \ (l - \ / - l - 4 z 2 + 2\/l+4z2Y and
5. w = | ( l + V - l - 4 z 2 + 2 V l + 4 z 2 ) .
Because z > 0, the critical points from 2 and 3 above are not real, so they may
be ignored. Since / " Q) =

/> ~ *J, which is positive for 0 < z < \, the Second

Derivative Test implies that the critical point where w = | is a local minimum for
the quantity in Equation 2.7.
Refer to the remaining critical points from 4 and 5 above as w^ and w5, respectively. Noting that

GH

/ ( 7; ) =

, , 0 , and /(w4) =Jy/ K ) + 4z 2 '
^ '
'

1

2z 2

define the function g : R —> R by

g(z) = /(w 4

>-'©•

Again, using a numeric solver, the function g has roots rfc-^, so g has no roots for
0 < z < | . By virtue of being continuous on ( 0 , | ) , <? is positive on this interval
(noting that 5(1/4) as 10.5443), so \ is indeed the global minimum of / . That is, /
is minimized for the fixed height z when S' = (w1, z) lies on a perpendicular bisector
of the segment from — T to T. This configuration is depicted in (b) of Figure 2.12.
However, this configuration does not necessarily correspond to a curve in TJXVI
because the scaled arclength ^ is no less than the height z. This is repaired easily,
though, by raising 5 ' to the point S" = (w1, ^ ) , at height ^ , as in (c) of Figure 2.12.
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By increasing the extrinsic distances between the points, the energy associated to (c)
is lower than the energy associated to (b), and accommodates a curve in the class

0—

Figure 2.12: The i?^-minimizing process.

Thus the E^

energy is minimized over the class Tj,\n by a curve 7 + described

before as an orthogonal plus sign near the self-intersection.

•

Together with Proposition 2.8, it is now clear that
(2.8)

EK(7D<C(X,K)<OO

for all (77,5j)-minimizers 7^. € Fix*}' where C(A, K) depends only on A and K.

2.4

The selection of an optimally immersed curve

Recall that
Xi0 = {x E X\D{1{x),1{u)),D{1{x),1{v))

> <W,

where u and v are as before. Without loss of generality, assume that for all relevant
curves mentioned in this section, these times u and v yield the self-intersection, so
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that the set XsQ remains unchanged over all curves. Recall also the notation that
7^. € T\xri

ls

* n e minimizer of E$i over the class F\xn- In this section, though, the

T) superscript is suppressed for these minimizers.
Consider the infinite array of restricted curves given below:
7i|^

l\\xh

7i|*i

•••

T*I*J

7

I^

7

ii^

•••

n\xh

Tii^j

7

^

••'

While the set Xs and the curve 75 only make sense for S small, ignore this in
favor of the cleaner indices used above. This is no restriction, as the array eventually
represents only admissible curves.
By Equation 2.8 and Lemma 2.3, the first row of curves in the array is uniformly
bi-Lipschitz on the domain Xi with bi-Lipschitz constant L < |f exp 35-B1 (71)

<

C(A, 1). By Arzela-Ascoli, there exists a subsequence {a\{i)} of {i} such that

K^L
converges locally uniformly to a map 1*1 : Xi —> R2 whose image is the disjoint union
of two embedded curves.
Similarly, there exists a subsequence {0:2(2)} of {^(i)} such that

7

{ =W,=,
converges locally uniformly to a map T^ : Xi —> R2 whose image is the disjoint union
of two embedded curves satisfying TlXi

= I^.
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In general, given k 6 N where k > 2, there exists a subsequence {(Xk(i)} of
{afc_i(i)} such that

converges locally uniformly to a map Tl : Xi —• R2 whose image is the disjoint union
k

of two embedded curves satisfying T ^

= T^ for all 1 < / < k.
T

It is then clear that the sequence { r ^ } ~ = 1 of embedded pairs of curves converges
locally uniformly to a curve P 7 : X —• E 2 . Further, when i < 77, the four boundary
points of r ^ lie at Euclidean distance ^ from the origin for each m. Therefore, it is
guaranteed that P 7 € ^FiXv due *° * n e skewed plus-sign structure of all the curves
considered.
Theorem 2.11. Given A G (0, | ] andO < 77 <C A, there exists a curve Tv G F\,\,r) that
is optimally immersed in the sense that T71 minimizes E$ in J-"i,\tTi for all 6 € (0,77).
Proof. By a standard Cantor diagonal argument, V as described above is the locally
uniform limit of the sequence of curves

7 1

. Therefore, Tv is realized as an

optimal immersion by virtue of being the locally uniform limit of E_i -minimizing
curves in the classes Fi,\,n.

d

To sum up, the curve P 7 is the locally uniform limit of i?^-minimizing curves,
restricted to some length K away from the self-intersection, as K —> 0.

Chapter 3
Conclusion
3.1

Generalizing to n self-intersections

The first obvious generalization to make to this problem is to allow n self-intersections
for any integer n > 1. The problem of asserting the existence of an optimally immersed curve with many self-intersections has the difficulty of juggling more possible
isotopy classes, but many results still carry over from the single intersection setting.
As before, let 7 : X —> R2 be a curve of unit length with n intersections. Such a
curve will have 2n "components," each of which will be either a closed loop beginning
and ending at a self-intersection or an arc connecting two different points of selfintersection. It is clear that each component has its own special contribution to
the overall topology of the curve 7. Pick a labeling scheme (ci, C2,..., C2„) for the
components of 7 whose ordering agrees with the parametrization of the curve. See
Figure 3.1 for such a labeling scheme on a curve with three self-intersections.
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Figure 3.1: A labeling scheme for a curve with three self-intersections.

Let
T = T{j)

= {Ui >a , Uifi, U2,a, "2,6, • • • , «n,oi "n,ft} ,

the set of distinct times that yield 7(ut,a) = 7("»,&) for all integers i such that 1 <
i < n. Let

A = A(7) = min{iv-ei i ^ e e r . ^ e } ,
the arc length of the shortest component of 7.
Definition 3.1. With 7, T, and A as above, choose 5Q <C A. Let Ss0 be the set of all
pairs (x,y) £ X x X such that either
1. D(7(x),7(uj ia )) < £0 and £(7(j/))7(«i,6)) < <*o for some i, or
2. D(7(x),7(ui,b)) < 50 and L>(7(2/), 7(*v)) < <*o for some i.
Then Ss0 is the set of (x, y) such that x and ?/ are on separate arcs of the curve 7
but both within arclength S0 of the same self-intersection. The grid in Figure 3.2
depicts the product space corresponding to a curve with two self-intersections such
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that uita < ui,b < u2,a < ""2,6- Define the 60-renormalized (Mobius) energy Es0(j) to
be

EM

1

- IL

(x*x)\sSo Wlix) - 7 (2/)| 2

L>(7(z),7(2/))2

\j(x)\\j(x)\dxdy.

Extending another definition, let
XSo = {x 6 X | Z?(7(x), 7(«i,«)), £>(7(x), 7Kfc)) > <*o for all 1 < t < n },
noting that 4 x X

i | )

c ( I x I ) \ Ss0-

u2,b

U2,a

Ul,b

U\,a

Ul,a

Uhb

U2,a

«2,6

Figure 3.2: The shaded set (X x X) \ Ss0 C X x X for two intersections.

The number k(n) of possible isotopy classes of planar curves with n self-intersections
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is finite. This can be verified by the study of Gauss diagrams of curves (see, for example, [A]). The basic idea is to identify pairs of points on the boundary of the unit
disc in R2 by a chord connecting the two points. The curve is realized by choosing an
"inversion point" in the interior of the disc, then allowing the ends of the chords to
form the self-intersections. There are finitely many classes of arrangements of these
n chords in the disc and finitely many choices for placement of the inversion point.
Therefore, k(n) is finite.
The following is a corollary to Lemma 2.3.
Corollary 3.2. Let 7 : X —• R2 be a curve in the class Ij for j €E { 1 , 2 , . . . , k(n)}
with unit speed and unit length. Choose 80 <C A — A(7). / / the renormalized energy
Eg0 (7) is finite, then there exists a constant

L<—

exp
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40^(7)

which satisfies

\x

Vl

L

<|7(*)-7(y)|<|*-vl

(3.1)

for all (x,y) G (X x X) \ Ss0. In particular, the restricted map 7 : Xg0 —• R2 is a
bi-Lipschitz embedding with bi-Lipschitz constant less than or equal to L.
As in Definition 2.4, address the class of admissible curves.
Definition 3.3. Let Ij € {li,l2,...,

h(n)} be an isotopy class of closed curves in R 2

with n self-intersections. Choose
2n

r = {h,k,•••,kn)

€ R+n such that ] T / ( = 1,
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and choose a labeling scheme

c= (ci,c 2 ,...,c 2 „)

for a curve in Ij. Define the class FjXin

c

h *°

De

*ne

curves

7 € Ij satisfying the

following.
1. The curve 7 has unit length.
2. The image of the curve 7 contains the origin in R 2 .
3. Within arclength rj of the self-intersections, 7 is linear.
4. Each collection of these four linear subarcs of 7 enjoy two-fold rotational symmetry about their corresponding self-intersection.
5. The topology and orientation of 7 are indicated by the fixed labeling scheme c.
6. The length of each component Cj is equal to the given /j.
Condition 2, as in Chapter 2, allows for the ^-minimizing sequence to remain
pointwise bounded. Conditions 3 and 4 together imply that the curve is a skewed
plus sign at the self-intersections. Conditions 5 and 6 prevent degeneracy as before,
and allow for the domain X$0 to remain unchanged over the minimizing sequence.
The following is then a corollary to Theorem 2.5.
Corollary 3.4. Choose I and c as above. Let A be the minimal entry of I. For every
0 < 60 < f] <C A such that Jr. fs
that Esofrl)

< Estti) for all 7 G

is non-empty, there exists a curve 7^ 6 T- fs
T^^.

such
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As a special note, the results of this section address the isotopy class I2 of curves
with only one self-intersection. Due to the symmetric topological roles of the two components of any curve in 7X, restrictions as specific as Conditions 5 and 6 of Definition
3.3 were not necessary in Chapter 2.

3.2

O t h e r knot energies

In [02], Jun O'Hara denned the family e? of knot energy functional for curves 7 of
unit speed and unit length by

6jP(7) =

U I \A\>y(x)-'y(yW~D(1(x)My)y)}

dxdy

)

for 0 < j < 2 and 1 < p < 00, with the standard interpretation for p = 00. The
Mobius energy E is then 2e\. In fact, the bi-Lipschitz result of [02] used as Lemma
1.2 in this thesis is only one specific case of O'Hara's result, which covers all p > ?.
This would extend the <Jo-renormalized energy minimization problem of Theorem 2.5
to the family of knot energies. Results similar to Proposition 2.10 regarding the
minimality of the orthogonal plus sign may extend to these other energies as well.
A more popular knot energy in the literature is the ropelength, whose minimization
properties were studied in [CKS]. The following is a brief explanation of ropelength
in lieu of a formal definition. In [Fe], Federer defined the notion of the reach of a set
A contained in R n as the largest e such that every point in the e-neighborhood of A
has a unique nearest point in the set A. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the sharp curve
u) in R2 has zero reach because every point on the dashed line has two nearest points
in uj.
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Figure 3.3: The curve u with zero reach.

A result of [CKS] implies that for any C1 loop 7, the ropelength energy of 7 equals
the length of 7 divided by the reach of 7. This energy is often used in biological
applications (see, for example [BDKMS] or [CMRS]). Transitioning into ropelength
for the optimal immersion problem may be possible, but the methods would greatly
differ from those in Chapter 2.

3.3

Optimal embeddings in the £-slab in M3

As mentioned in [D], another possible approach to the optimal immersion problem is
to solve the optimal embedding problem for prime knots in the e-slab R2 x [0, e] C R 3
and then take the limit as e goes to zero. Such a planar limit would realize an
optimal immersion. The procedure would ideally use the methods of [FHW], but it
remains to show that a loop 7 in R 3 can undergo a Mobius transformation T such
that T o 7 is contained in the e-slab with length bounded above zero. This would
prevent degeneration of the continuum of e-slab minimizers as e goes to zero.
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The correspondence of isotopy classes of simple curves in the slab versus isotopy
classes of self-intersecting curves in the plane poses an interesting problem. Studying
the optimal immersion problem in the plane for curves of n self-intersections would
seem to warrant minimizing the Mobius energy in the slab for some knot type with
crossing number n.
Therefore, the cases of 1 and 2 self-intersections need some special attention, as
there are no knots of crossing number 1 or 2. Further, there is no way to take an
optimal embedding in the slab that projects to a planar curve with 1 or 2 crossings.
Such a curve would have to be an unknot for lack of crossing number greater than or
equal to three. However, [FHW] shows that circles minimize the Mobius energy for
all simple closed curves, and circles only project to degenerate segments or embedded
planar unknots. In fact, to completely borrow the title of [ACFGH], circles minimize
most knot energies, so Section 3.2 offers no further promise for this problem. See
Figure 3.4 for an embedded curve in R 3 that projects to a figure-eight curve in the
^-direction but does not minimize the Mobius energy in any slab.

3.4

Open problems in regularity

Returning to the single self-intersection problem, there are many regularity questions
to ask about the optimally immersed limiting curve Tv 6 ^I,A,JJ, relative to rj. In
fact, the methods of Section 2.4 may allow for the degeneration of the parameter rj,
yielding the possibility of an optimally immersed representative T of the class ^-I,A,OFirst of all, the admissible classes considered thus far were assumed to have "honest
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X

Figure 3.4: A non-minimizing embedded curve which projects to a planar figure eight.

crossings." Such an assumption, however does not remove the possibility that nontransverse crossings can be ignored. This particularly leaves open the possibility that
an optimally immersed curve T does not intersect itself transversely.
However, it is reasonable to conjecture that an optimally immersed curve F £
•^I,A,O

Q

ot only intersects itself transversely, but does so with tangents that meet

orthogonally. Proposition 2.10 hints at this; a set of straight lines would naturally
prefer under this self-repulsive energy to intersect at right angles.
Further work on regularity may also be able to guarantee that the optimally
immersed curves V1 are differentiate up to some degree. Freedman, He, and Wang
showed in [FHW] that a simple closed curve acting as a local minimum for the Mobius
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energy is of class C1'1, using geometric methods. The second auther, He, later proved
in [H] that such a local energy minimizer must be of class C°°, using pseudo-differential
operators. These papers hint that the optimally immersed curves should enjoy some
regularity, but the fact that these curves are not simple prevents immediate extensions
of such results.

3.5

Other open problems

Outside the realm of immersed curves, Chapter 7 of [03] discusses the use of knot energies for curves embedded in Riemannian manifolds other than M.3. This is a natural
topic, given the interplay of extrinsic and intrinsic distances. Using the language of
subriemannian geometry (see, for example, [M]), it may be possible to study optimal
horizontal curves embedded in some subriemannian manifold.
Beyond the results mentioned in Section 3.1, there are many more generalizations to be considered in the optimal immersion problem, each considered in its own
paragraph of the remainder of this thesis.
For example, that section described the case for finding a Jo-minimizing curve with
a prescribed number of self-intersections, but only for classes which enjoy the type
of topological symmetry as the singly self-intersecting isotopy class I\ of figure-eight
shapes is the selection of a candidate curve as in Lemma 2.7 straightforward. This
step is key in finding an optimal immersion. Even in the case of the other singlecrossing class, the short length A may correspond to either the outer or inner loop of
a curve 7 € h- See Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Two curves in 72 with respective short lengths A corresponding to different
components.

The optimal immersion problem may be formulated with curves in R 3 . For a given
number n, the number of isotopy classes of curves with n self-intersections will exceed
the number k(n) of planar isotopy classes. This is due to the fact that the components
of the curve may now be non-trivially tangled among themselves, which is in contrast
to the planar case, as non-trivial tangles in the plane would amount to extra selfintersections. To deal with optimization of immersions in R 3 , some combination of
the techniques of the optimal embedding problem from [FHW] and the procedure of
Chapter 2 of this thesis will likely be necessary. The obvious obstacle in this problem
is that the work of the former relies on the Mobius invariance of the energy, which
itself relies on the simplicity of the curves.
As for the uniqueness of optimal curves, it is clear from [FHW] that for any prime
knot type, there are infinitely many non-congruent optimally embedded representatives. This is again due to the Mobius invariance, which prohibits immediate application to self-intersecting curves. However, it is also likely that optimally immersed
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curves need not be unique.
The work involved thus far has used only "double crossings," but the renormalizations of the energy may be extended to include crossings of higher multiplicity.
The question of regularity at the self-intersection becomes more interesting. Similar
questions in the setting of graphs are discussed in [K].
Further extensions to Chapter 2 and Section 3.1 may involve allowing the length
vector I of Definition 3.3 (whose analog is the short length A from Chapter 2) to
vary within the optimization problem. For the figure-eight shapes, it is likely that
an optimal embedding T will have a A value equal to 1/2. For the other classes of
curves, this problem of finding the optimal I becomes more interesting.
Allowing the curves to have some length other than 1 is less of an interesting
problem because of the modified scale invariance of the energy:
Es0(l) = EsSo{sj)
for any positive scalar s.
An interesting final note is the study of immersed surfaces of dimension greater
than 1, which eventually prompted the material studied in this thesis. In separate
works ([AS] and [KS]), Auckly and Sadun, and Kusner and Sullivan explored the
extension of Mobius energy to higher dimensions. This was attained by studying an
equivalent definition of Mobius energy for simple closed curves in R 3 U {oo}, which is
attributed to P. Doyle and O. Schramm, then generalizing that definition to higher
dimensions. Again, the fact that this reformulation of the Mobius energy depends
on the curves' simplicity will require more subtle methods in the study of optimally
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immersed surfaces.
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